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JC6. There are immoral professions (e.g. teachers,
tobacco producers, executioners)
but prostitution does not need to be one of them
JC7. According to totalizm, so-called coincidents are actually someone's
direct interventions (e.g. arranged by the universal intellect)
JC8. Defence killing (e.g. "you or me" situation)
JC9. Karma of a butcher - those who wish to eat hand killed animals,
should kill with their own hands, whatever they eat
JC10. Capabilities of totalizm to heal social life
JC11. Common expressions, which in the light of totalizm require explanations
JC11.1. The duty of defence - the most important of all
totaliztic good deeds
JC11.1.1. Sins of aggression as beginnings of avalanches of evil
JC11.2. Avoid totaliztic sins of behavioural sacrifices,
which are not accompanied by powerful "moral" feelings
JC11.3. Totaliztic help
JC11.4. There is a totaliztic method for forcing
JC11.5. Totaliztic understanding of forgiveness
JC11.6. What scepticism really is
JC11.7. Dangers of meditations (act instead of meditating)
JC11.8. Side effects are "shadows from moral field"
JC12. The stand of totalizm in some religious interpretations
JC12.1. Totalizm acknowledges the eternal life and acknowledges
benefits in afterlife
JC12.2. Differences in totaliztic and religious understanding of
the universal intellect (God)
JC12.3. Beware of religious fanaticism
JC12.4. Totalizm is NOT a jealous philosophy,
thus is allows to practice morally whatever one wishes
JC13. Moral mysteries and paradoxes
JC13.1. Morality of the second in family
JC13.2. "Cot death" of twins

Volume 8: The philosophy of totalizm - part 3: Parasitism
JD-1 JD. PARASITISM - THE MAIN ENEMY OF TOTALIZM
JD-4
JD1. What is parasitism
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JD-20
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JD-22
JD-22
JD-24
JD-37
JD-39
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JD-40
JD-40
JD-42
JD-43
JD-44
JD-44
JD-46
JD-47
JD-47
JD-48
JD-55
JD-59
JD-62
JD-62
JD-64
JD-65
JD-65
JD-67
JD-73
JD-74
JD-84
JD-86
JD-90
JD-91
JD-96
JD-99
JD-100
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JD1.1. Parasitism as a deadly moral illness
JD1.2. Parasitism as an outcome of the downhill philosophical life-cycle
JD1.3. Parasitism as a negation of the uphill philosophical life-cycle
JD1.4. Parasitism as a contradiction of totaliztic models of
governing and ownership
JD1.5. Parasitism and totalizm as moral equivalents to linear motion
and rotary motion
JD1.6. Parasitism as a manifestation of a deficyt of moral energy
JD1.6.1. The "µ" coefficient for expressing a level of
someone's moral energy
JD1.6.2. How to estimate the level of moral energy
that an intellect managed to accumulate
JD1.6.3. Relationship between "µ" and conditions of intellects
JD2. Various versions of parasitism
JD2.1. Two basic forms of parasitism:
primitive parasitism and refined parasitism
JD2.2. Primitive parasitism
JD2.3. Refined parasitism
JD2.4. Evil parasitism
JD2.5. Institutional parasitism
JD3. Wicked ways of parasitism
JD3.1. How refined parasites are going around moral laws
JD3.2. How parasites enslave other people
JD4. Stages of primitive parasitism
JD4.1. A triggering event for individual people
JD4.2. Stages of primitive parasitism in individual people
JD4.3. Institutional parasitism and forced philosophical corruption
of individual people
JD4.4. Behaviour of parasitic institutions which are allowed to vampire forever
JD5. Stages of advancement of refined parasitism
JD5.1. Stages of refined parasitism in individual people
JD5.2. Pseudo-morality of the refined parasitism
JD6. Consequences of parasitism
JD6.1. Parasitic inclinations of women
JD6.2. Major attributes of institutional parasitism
JD7. How to recognize parasites around us
JD7.1. Differences between totalizts and parasites
JD8. Natural transformation of whole civilisations: from institutional parasites
into evil parasites
JD8.1. How life looks like in civilisations that practice institutional parasitism
JD9. Let us define "evil parasites" and "evil parasitism"
JD10. Technical devices utilized by evil parasites to enslave other civilisations
JD11. Improvement of the morality of universe through the natural mechanism
of transformation of parasites into evil parasites who then stimulate
all complacent civilizations with threats of aggression
JD12. Defence of totalizts from the aggression of parasites
JD12.1. Defence of totalizts from physical aggression of parasites
JD12.2. Defence of totalizts from emotional aggression of parasites
JD12.3. Defence of totalizts from spiritual threats of parasites
JD13. To summarise

Volume 9: The philosophy of totalizm - part 4: Nirvana and totaliztic mechanics
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JE-1 JE. TOTALIZTIC MECHANICS - A TOOL FOR QUANTIFYING OUR LIVES
JE-2
JE1. Why we need totaliztic mechanics
JE-5
JE2. Classical mechanics versus totaliztic mechanics
JE-9
JE3. Definitions, units and measurements of basic quantities of totaliztic
mechanics
which represent moral equivalents for parameters of linear motion from
classical mechanics (i.e. coordinates, time, mass, displacement, velocity,
acceleration, forces, energy, power, etc., for moral activities and
for linear motion)
JE-12
JE3.1. Moral time
JE-12
JE3.2. Moral mass, or intelligence, as moral equivalent of mass
from classical mechanics
JE-16
JE3.3. Moral displacements, or motivations as moral equivalent
of displacement from classical mechanics
JE-20
JE3.4. Moral speed, or enthusiasm, as moral equivalent
of velocity from classical mechanics
JE-21
JE3.5. Moral acceleration, or responsibility, as moral equivalent
of acceleration from classical mechanics
JE-21
JE3.6. Feelings as moral equivalent of forces from classical mechanics
JE-22
JE3.7. Moral energy
JE-24
JE3.7.1. What gravity is and how our universe is shaped
JE-27
JE3.8. Moral power
JE-28
JE4. Description of side effects of parasitism, as immoral
equivalents for rotary motion from classical mechanics
(energy of spinning, centrifugal force, angular displacement, etc.)
JE-29
JE4.1. Depression as moral equivalent of centrifugal force
from classical mechanics
JE-30
JE4.2. Energy of rolling-downhill
JE-30
JE5. Management of feelings
JE-31
JE5.1. Physical consequences of feelings
JE-33
JE5.2. The neutralization of above-threshold feelings
JE-37
JE5.3. Impact of feelings on moral energy level
JE-45
JE5.4. Influence of feelings during conception on the gender of a child
JE-47
JE6. Relative moral energy "µ" and its quantification
JE-47
JE6.1. Moral traffic versus "µ"
JE-51
JE6.2. How to additionally increase our personal "µ"
JE-52
JE6.3. How to additionally increase "µ" in our country and civilisation
JE-55
JE7. Management of moral energy
JE-57
JE7.1. "If" and "how" the exact date can be calculated
when a given country is to be swept by a political tornado
JE-58
JE8. Nirvana
JE-58
JE9. Gravity equations
JE-60
JE9.1. Equations of longevity
JE-72
JE9.1.1. The increase of longevity as the consequence
of moral energy accumulation
JE-73
JE9.2. Equations of intelligence
JE-76
JE9.3. Equations of height
JE-81
JE9.4. Equations of weight
JE-86
JE9.5. Equations of feelings
JE-90
JE9.6. Equations of karma
JE-91
JE10. Examples of practical problems of totaliztic mechanics together with
solutions
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JF-105
JF-106
JF-111
JF-112
JF-113
JF-117
JF-118
JF-129
JF-136

JF. TOTALIZTIC NIRVANA
JF1. How the totaliztic nirvana could be described
JF2. The description of sensations experienced during the totaliztic nirvana
JF3. Mechanism which causes the totaliztic nirvana to happen
JF4. Three different types of nirvana
JF4.1. Mass hysteria - as a reversal of the resonance nirvana
JF5. Attributes displayed by the totaliztic nirvana
JF6. Manifestations of nirvana (e.g. attracting the opposite sex)
JF7. Nirvana and goals of totalizm
JF8. Development of equations which quantify nirvana
JF9. How to earn the totaliztic nirvana
1 Figure (JF1 - a small being in nirvana)

Volume 10: Technologies of the counter-world - part 1:
Telekinetic propulsion and time vehicles
K-1
K-2

K. TELEKINETIC POWER-STATIONS (or "free energy devices")
K1. Periodic Table postulating the future
completion of telekinetic power-stations
K-3
K2. Review of the main types of telekinetic power-stations built so far
K-3
K2.1. Johnston Permanent motor
K-5
K2.2. N-Machine
K-7
K2.3. Telekinetic free energy generators
K-9
K2.3.1. History of the telekinetic influenzmaschine
K-12
K2.3.2. Excuses of Methernitha for withdrawal
of dissemination of influenzmaschines
K-17
K2.3.3. Design, main circuitry, and operation
of the telekinetic influenzmaschine
K-24
K2.3.4. How to arrange own experiments
on constructing the telekinetic influenzmaschine
K-26
K2.4. Telekinetic batteries
K-27
K2.4.1. Design and operation of telekinetic batteries
K-35
K2.4.2. Recommended procedure for constructing a telekinetic battery
K-40
K2.4.3. History of invention of the telekinetic batteries
K-42
K3. Telekinetic devices for the conversion of biological, chemical, and thermal energy
K-42
K3.1. Telekinetic healing and production of medicines
K-43
K3.2. Telekinetic dissociation of water
K-44
K3.3. Telekinetic heating and evaporation of liquids
K-48
K4. Reaction of orthodox scientists - means difficulties of
crushing a wall with our own head
K-49
K5. Summary of utilisation of the Telekinetic Effect for energy production
K-52/63 Table K1 and 10 Figures (K0 to K9)
KB-64 KB. UTILISATION OF WHIRLS OF COUNTER-MATTER
KB-64
KB1. Directing of winds on Earth
KB-66
KB2. Technological formation of clouds and fogs
L-68
L-69
L-71

L. MAGNOCRAFT OF THE SECOND GENERATION (telekinetic vehicle)
L1. Operation and attributes of the Magnocraft of the second generation
called also "telekinetic vehicles"
L2. The state of telekinetic flickering and the consequences of it
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L-74
L-75
L-76
L-77
L-78

L3. Landings of the telekinetic Magnocraft of the second generation
L4. Telekinetic four-propulsor vehicle
L5. Telekinetic personal propulsion
L6. Telekinetic tractor beam
Figure L1

M-79
M-79
M-80
M-85
M-85
M-86
M-87
M-91

M. MAGNOCRAFT OF THE THIRD GENERATION (time vehicle)
M1. The Magnocraft of the third generation called also "time vehicles"
M2. Phenomena induced by time vehicles
M3. Landings of time vehicles
M4. Four-propulsor time vehicles
M5. Personal time vehicles
M6. Three generations of the Magnocraft and their identification
Figure M1

Volume 11: Technologies of the counter-world - part 2: Telepathic devices
N-01 N. DEVICES WHICH UTILISE TELEPATHIC WAVES
N-02
N1. The remote mind reader
N-04
N2. The telepathic pyramid
N-05
N2.1. The gift from technology of telekinetic pyramid
N-07
N2.2. The design and main components of the telepathic pyramid
N-09
N2.3. The use of the telepathic pyramid as a telepathyser
N-10
N2.4. The operation of the telepathic pyramid as a telekinetic battery
N-14
N2.4.1. Modifications of the pyramid to be used as free energy devices
N-16
N2.5. The operation of the pyramid as a telepathyser
N-19
N2.6. Procedure of pyramid's completion
N-20
N2.6.1. The recommended procedure of pyramid's completion
N-24
N2.6.2. Subsequent goals of the procedure of pyramid's completion
and ways of accomplishing them
N-24
N2.6.3 To-date accomplishments in the development of
pyramid's technology
N-29
N2.7. Future applications of the telepathic pyramid
N-31
N3. Thought Recognition Interface (TRI)
N-31
N3.1. TRI of the first generation, and their applications
N-36
N3.2. TRI of the second generation, and their applications
N-40
N3.3. TRI of the third generation
N-43
N3.4. TRI of the fourth and higher generations
N-43
N4. UFOnauts system of communication and ways of blocking it
N-45
N5. The use of telepathic waves for formation of pictures
N-45
N5.1. Telepathic telescopes and microscopes
N-53
N5.1.1. Revealing devices
N-56
N5.1.2. How our cosmic parasites look like
N-57
N5.2. Telepathic projectors
and two-directional visual communication at intergalactic distances
N-62
N6. Devices which intercept nature's telepathic vibrations
N-63
N6.1. An alarming device for detecting incoming earthquakes
N-71
N7. Final comment
N-73/78
6 Figures (N1 to N6)
NB-79 NB. UTILISATION OF PERMANENT TELEKINETISATION OF SUBSTANCES
NB-79
NB1. Methods of permanent telekinetisation
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NB-89
NB-93

NB2. Telekinetic farming
NB3. Stimulation of synthesis of new elements by telekintised substances
NB4. Consequences of telekinetic pollution of our natural environment

Volume 12: Validation of the Magnocraft - part 1: UFOs identical to Magnocraft
O-1 O. EVIDENCE THAT MAGNOCRAFT-LIKE UFOs ALREADY OPERATE ON EARTH
O-3
O1. How to recognize whether a given civilization is exploited by evil parasites
O-17
O2. The bitter taste of truth: Earth is a slave planet for evil parasites (UFOnauts)
O-18
O3. Mutual deadlocking, used by evil parasites as the method
of paralysing of self-defence in primitive civilizations
O-25
O4. Photographs of UFOs and visual observations of UFOs and UFOnauts
O-26
O5. Permanent evidence for the continuous UFO activity on Earth
O-27
O5.1. UFO landing sites
O-35
O5.2. UFO explosion sites
O-41
O5.3. Long, straight, glossy tunnels evaporated
during underground flights of UFOs
O-43
O5.3.1. The Deer Cave from Northern Borneo
as the most spectacular example of a UFO tunnel
O-51
O5.3.2. Glossy tunnels from Babia Góra in Poland
O-54
O5.3.3. Master of the world - means the governor of Earth
and his council of 12 UFOnauts
O-60
O5.4. Substances dropped from UFOs
O-67
O5.5. Fragments of UFO shells
O-69
O6. Evidence of UFO activities permanently written into our culture
O-84
O7. Commonly known "natural phenomena" induced by UFOs
O-85
O8. Attack of UFOs on America
O-86
O8.1. Evaporation of WTC by UFOs
O-106
O8.2. Exploding the space shuttle Columbia by UFOs
O-109
O8.3. Other spectacular cases of attacks of UFOnauts on the USA
O-110
O8.4. The worst scenario of a "big bang"
O-111
O9. Summary
O-113/120
8 Figures (O1, O2, O3A, O3B, O4 ... to O7)
Volume 13: Validation of the Magnocraft - part 2: Formal proof for the existence of UFOs
P-1 P. FORMAL PROOF THAT “UFOs are ALREADY OPERATIONAL MAGNOCRAFT”
P-2
P1. The structure of a formal proof that "UFOs are already operational Magnocraft"
P-6
P2. Presentation of the formal proof that "UFOs are already operational Magnocraft"
P-8
P2.1. The correspondence of shapes of individual UFOs to solo flying Magnocraft
P-10
P2.1.1. The vision distorting factors
P-14
P2.2. The identity of observable arrangements of coupled UFOs and Magnocraft
P-15
P2.3. The same location of propulsors in UFOs and in Magnocraft
P-16
P2.4. The utilization of magnetic interactions for producing the propelling forces
P-17
P2.4.1. Why the Magnocraft's principles could not be formulated
40 years earlier
P-19
P2.5. The formation of a pulsating magnetic field by propulsors of
both considered vehicles
P-20
P2.6. The formation of magnetic circuits
P-20
P2.7. The formation of a magnetic whirl
P-23
P2.8. The induction of electric currents
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P2.9. The ability of UFOs to operate in all three modes
of the Magnocraft's operation
P-24
P2.10. The interference with electromagnetic radiation
P-26
P2.11. The relationship between the colour of glow of the ionised air
and a magnetic pole of a given propulsor
P-27
P2.12. The magnetic manner of flying which
contradicts laws of hydromechanics
P-30
P2.13. Further similarities of UFOs and Magnocraft
not considered in the formal proof
P-30
P2.13.1. The absence of mechanically cooperating parts
P-31
P2.13.2. The emission of various signals from light
characteristic for the Magnocraft
P-32
P2.13.3. Fluent control of resources of own energy
P-33
P2.14. How erroneous scientific analyses of UFO photographs can be
P-34
P2.14.1. Scientific claims of fabrication of UFO photographs
based on evidence of their authenticity
P-35
P2.14.2. The claim of NASA that a photograph of UFOs
is a photograph of colliding galaxies
P-40
P2.15. Concluding the reasoning and evidence from subsection P2
P-44
P2.16. Subsection P2 reference material
P-45
P3. Reasons for the presence of UFOs on Earth
P-45
P3.1. Earth is under an invisible occupation of UFOs
P-48
P3.2. Why UFOnauts occupy Earth
P-52
P3.3. Consequences of invisible occupation of Earth by UFOs
P-56
P3.4. Why it is impossible that UFOnauts arrive to Earth to help us
P-60
P4. A formal proof that "Earth is currently under concealed occupation of UFOnauts"
P-67
P5. When UFO vehicles arrived to Earth for the first time
P-75
P6. The origin of humanity from a distant star system
P-76
P6.1. The descriptions of Eden coincides with
the design of telekinetic UFO type K7 from
a planet over 4 times larger than Earth
P-79
P6.2. The longevity of Adam and Eve indicates their origin
from a planet over 4 times larger than Earth
P-80
P6.3. Unutilized potential of human brain indicates our evolution
on a planet with the gravitation over 4 times larger than that of Earth
P-81
P6.4. The size of people is appropriate to a planet over 4 times larger than Earth
P-81
P6.5. In antiquity there was a contra-evolution of humanity in the direction
from a high technical advancement into savagery
P-83
P7. To summarise
P-85/116
32 illustrations - UFO photographs (Figures P1 to P32)
Volume 14: Validation of the Magnocraft - part 3: Oscillatory Chambers used in UFOs
Q-1 Q. CONTEMPORARY SIGHTINGS OF FOUR-PROPULSOR UFOs
Q-1
Q1. Classic sightings of four-propulsor UFOs
Q-3
Q2. Photographs of four-propulsor UFOs
Q-4
Q3. Concluding this chapter
Q-5/7
3 illustrations (Figures Q1 to Q3)
R-8 R. SIGHTINGS OF UFOnauts WHO USE MAGNETIC PERSONAL PROPULSION
R-8
R1. The characteristic appearance of the wearers of personal propulsion
R-9
R2. The extraordinary abilities of UFOnauts wearing personal propulsion garments
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R-11
R3. Scorched footprints left by personal propulsion of a UFOnaut
R-12
R4. Mythological descriptions of the use of magnetic personal propulsion
R-16
R4.1. Vampires and other mythological creatures that used to exploit people
R-23
R4.2. Blood sucking "mascots" of UFOnauts
R-33
R5. Historic descriptions of the use of magnetic personal propulsion of UFOnauts
R-36
R6. Philosophical trap
R-37
R7. Summary
R-38/44
7 illustrations (R1 to R7)
S-45 L. EVIDENCE CONFIRMING THE USE OF THE OSCILLATORY CHAMBER ON UFOs
S-45
S1. Contemporary observations and photographs of
Oscillatory Chambers used in UFO propulsors
S-46
S1.1. Columns of magnetic field yield from UFO propulsors
are square in the cross-section
S-47
S1.2. Outlets of UFO propulsors are square and reveal gold
or yellow bands of electric sparks rotating inside
S-49
S1.3. Twin-chamber capsules formed from two Oscillatory Chambers
are frequently observed in UFOs and even photographed
S-51
S1.4. Oscillatory Chambers have been seen on the decks
of UFOs as described by numerous abductees
S-54
S2. Indirect confirmations that UFOs use Oscillatory Chambers
S-54
S3. Material (hard) evidence left by UFO Oscillatory Chambers
S-55
S4. Mythological descriptions of the Oscillatory Chamber
S-56
S5. Historical descriptions of the Oscillatory Chamber
S-59
S6. A photograph of the octagonal oscillatory chamber
from invisible UFO of the second generation
S-69
S7. To conclude this chapter
S-71/78
8 illustrations (S1 to S8)
T-79 T. SIGHTINGS OF UFOs OF THE SECOND AND THIRD GENERATIONS
T-79
T1. Observations of Oscillatory Chambers of second and third generations
T-81
T2. Observations of telekinetic UFOs in operation
T-85
T3. The evidence confirming the existence of UFOs that operate as Time Vehicles
T-90
T4. The level of technology in UFOs of the second and third generation
T-98
T5. Summary
T-100/101 2 Figures (Photographs T1 - of a UFO second generation, T2 - time vehicles)
Volume 15: Validation of the philosophy of parasitism - part 1:
Abductions of people to UFOs
U-1
U-3
U-4
U-7
U-8
U-13
U-16

U. SYSTEMATIC ABDUCTIONS TO UFOs
OF EVERY SINGLE INHABITANT OF THE EARTH
U1. Two categories of people on Earth: aware UFO abductees
and unaware UFO abductees
U2. The history of evolution of my knowledge about the scale of UFO abductions
U3. How to objectively prove to ourselves that we personally
are being abducted to UFOs
U3.1. A scar on our leg left after the insertion of an "identification implant"
that each person on Earth is carrying
U3.1.1. How many UFOnauts and how many UFO vehicles
continually reside on Earth
U3.1.2. "Rods": an empirical evidence for the enormous density
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U-101
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U-103
U-104
U-106
U-108
U-122
U-126
U-128

of invisible UFO vehicles operating on Earth
U3.1.3. Various consequences of the occupational army of
UFOnauts residing on Earth
U3.1.4. How to detect the scar on our leg from an "identification implant"
U3.2. The "indoctrination implant" in our temple
U3.2.1. The MIR test (Magnetic Implant Response)
U3.2.2. Various consequences of the presence of the
indoctrination implant in our temple
U3.3. The instalment of other implants and bruises on our bodies
that originate from UFOs
U3.4. Consequences of our abductions to UFOs
U3.5. External evidence of our own abductions to UFOs
U3.6. Observable consequences of operational telekinetic UFOs
entering our homes
U3.7. Rapes of people by UFOnauts
U3.7.1. Detecting cases when we ourselves were raped by UFOnauts
U3.8. Instrumental detection of arrival of invisible UFOs to our homes
U4. How UFOnauts exploit us
U4.1. Manners of exploiting people by UFOnauts identified so far
U4.2. The mass production of "biorobots"
U4.3. Let us call the situation by its name, means dictionary
from the occupational model
U4.4. UFO collaborators
U5. Research on UFO abductions
U5.1. Research on the detectability of evidence of our own abductions to UFOs
U5.2. Other research opened for each one of us
U5.3. Examples of research topics for students and scientists
U6. Abduction of Miss Nosbocaj onto the deck of a UFO
U7. Interpretation of reports from UFO abductions
U9. To conclude this chapter
1 Figure (U1 – photograph of a scar from the female leg with a UFO implant)

Volume 16: Validation of the philosophy of parasitism - part 2: UFOnauts
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V. WE NEED TO GET TO KNOW UFOnauts
V1. Who are UFOnauts
V2. The philosophy of UFOnauts
V3. Alternative history of humanity and history of our relationships with UFOs
V4. The feudal model for realising the complexity of benefits
gained by UFOnauts from occupation and exploitation of humanity
V5. The knowledge of the future and the manipulation of the past
as a source of absolute advantage of UFOnauts over people
V5.1. How it was discovered that UFOnauts utilise the knowledge of
the future for keeping us enslaved
V5.2. How the spread of evil through the alteration of the natural elapse of
time sometimes forces UFOnauts to do good (but for evil intentions)
V5.3. Observable evidence on alteration of the natural course of
time on Earth by UFOnauts
V5.4. The role of dates 1 April and 13th of any month in alterations by
UFOnauts of the natural course of events on Earth
V6. Irreversible sources of advantage of UFOnauts over people
V6.1. The advantage of age of civilisation of UFOnauts,
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and thus superiority of their science and technology
V6.2. The advantage of intelligence of UFOnauts
and factors connected with their intelligence
V7. Weak spots and limitations of UFOnauts that occupy us
V8. How to recognize UFOnauts who live amongst people
V8.1. The major attributes of cosmic spies and saboteurs from UFOs
V8.2. Profile of behaviour, and style, of a typical UFOnaut
V8.3. Strategies used by evil parasites for holding back
the progress of totalizm
V9. Methods of UFOnauts versus methods of "devils"
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V9.2. Subtle manifestations of nearby presence of a UFO
V10. What we must expect during fight with UFOnauts
V11. The "Achilles heel" of UFOnauts, which neutralises their
physical domination over us
V12. To summarise
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VB. UNDETECTABLE METHODS USED BY UFOnauts
TO OPERATE ON THE EARTH
VB1. Exploitation of people as a key reason for which UFOnauts occupy Earth
VB1.1. Why religions failed to win the war with UFOnauts
VB2. Conditions to be met if UFOnauts are to control people forever
VB3. The secret of success of UFOnauts in exploitation of Earth: their
perfect methods of acting
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by well hidden hostilities of UFOnauts
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Notes:
(1) A Polish language version of this monograph [1/4] is also available. Therefore, in
case there is any difficulty with accessing an English version of this monograph, while the
reader knows the Polish language, then it could be beneficial for him/her to read the Polish
version of this monograph.
(2) Both language versions in this monograph [1/4], namely English and Polish, use
the same illustrations. Only captions under these illustrations use a different language.
Therefore, if illustrations for the English version are difficult to access or unreadable, then
illustrations for the Polish version can be used equally well. It is also worth to know, that
enlarged copies of all the illustrations for this monograph [1/4] are made available in the
Internet. So in order to e.g. examine enlarged copies of these illustrations, it is worth to view
them directly from the Internet. To find them, the reader needs to find any totaliztic web
page which I authorise, e.g. by typing the key word “totalizm” to any search engine (e.g. to
www.google.com), and then, after running a totaliztic web page, the reader needs to run
from it the web page named “text_1_4.htm” available on the same server, or choose the
option [1/4] from the menu of that totaliztic web page. Note that all totaliztic web pages allow
also the uploading of free copies of this monograph [1/4].
(3) In case of making a printout of the above list of content, the page numbers
provided here not necessarily need to correspond to the page numbers that appear on
subsequent pages. This is because the formatting of this monograph was made for the font
"Arial” (size: 12 pt), and for the printer "HP LaserJet 5MP" controlled from the wordprocessor "Word for Windows XP". All other fonts and other printers are going to cause a
different density of print, and thus also a different allocation of page numbers.

